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In this exercise you are required to undertake a shot-by-shot analysis of several short 

sequences from films relevant to the unit (either those indicated in set or recommended 

viewing, or additional private study).  Depending on the length of the clips you choose, 

you will need to complete 4-6 analyses on the proforma provided (for example, 6 clips of 

up to 12 shots or one proforma sheet, or 3-4 clips of over 12 shots, using two or more 

sheets). You may download the form from the MOLE site to use for your clips, adding 

rows and changing shot numbers as required. 

 

You are required to complete the proforma (using additional sheets as necessary) for each 

clip you choose, identifying shot type, composition, duration, shot transition, and the use of 

titles, colouration, music and dialogue where appropriate.  To gain most from this exercise, 

you may wish to compare films from the same period which exhibit marked stylistic 

differences (e.g. Broken Blossoms and Caligari, Napoleon and Sherlock Junior), contrast 

films from varying contexts (Potemkin and The Kid), analyse films starring different 

performers (Lillian Gish, Emil Jannings, Buster Keaton), or compare films from the same 

country (Metropolis, Nosferatu, The Last Laugh).  Choose your extracts carefully, 

considering how typical or atypical, representative or distinctive they are in their use of 

mise-en-scene, editing, framing, shot type and duration, lighting, performance, etc. 

If you have any queries about this exercise, completing the proforma, or the length or 

suitability of the clips you have selected, please ask the module tutor.  

 

 



Assessed work must be submitted punctually on the deadline date as deadlines are strictly 

observed by the relevant degree programme office.  Work will only be accepted for up to 

5 working days after the due date but will be subject to a 5% deduction per working day 

during this period.  The degree programme office is open to receive assessed work 

between 09.00 and 16.00, Monday to Friday, and assessments will not be processed 

outside these hours. 

Permission to submit work late can only be given by the appropriate Assessment 

Officer (Nicky Hallett for Level 1, Jonathan Rayner for Level 2, Hamish Mathison for Level 

3, Gareth Walker for ELL) 48 hours in advance of the submission date, and is only granted 

in extraordinary circumstances. 

You should take special care to follow the School’s guidelines on standards of 

presentation, referencing and bibliographies as outlined in the Essay Style and 

Presentation Guide available to download from 

http://uspace.shef.ac.uk/docs/DOC-25397 

Essays must be word-processed and double-spaced, with the word count stated clearly 

and correctly. 

 

Please be sure that you are aware of School and University regulations concerning 

plagiarism. You should consult the Assessment Regulations 

http://uspace.shef.ac.uk/docs/DOC-25395 

for further information since you will be asked to sign a plagiarism declaration form with 

every assessment to demonstrate that you have clearly understood these. 

 

You must always observe the assessment rubric. If you do not follow the rubric as stated 

below you risk losing marks. The following examples constitute common rubric violations:  

repeating material from an earlier or a different assessment; not writing on the specified 

number or range of texts; writing on texts inappropriate to the chronological scope of the 

assessment or module.  For any one such rubric violation, your mark will normally be 

reduced by 10 marks.  If you are in any doubt about what constitutes rubric violation, ask 

the course convenor or your seminar tutor. 

There is no penalization for essays which exceed the word limit by up to 5% of the 

imposed limit.  However, if you exceed the word limit by any more than 5%, a fixed 

penalty of five marks will be deducted from your assessment grade.  Footnotes are not 

included in the word count but they should be used for referencing only. 
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